
Thamesbay has been incorporated with an aim of making the mind of people inspired 

and encouraged to use their efforts, talents, social skills and honest marketing flavour 

towards the achievements in life.

Instead of offering an effortless huge amount of income, Thamesbay just opens you the 

doors of possibilities.  We are not assuring you any form of financial or other benefits 

by just entering as a distributor of Thamesbay. The level of Income and other benefits 

from the business is purely depend on the efforts and hard work a distributor takes.  

Always keep in mind that, this is not an Easy walk way towards earning a huge amount 

in short span of time.  

Thamesbay facilitate to earn by effectively utilizing the opportunities through its clear 

cut and well-defined policies, procedures and Terms.  One who wants to be a Distribu-

tor, should go through the Business Plan, Policy & Procedure Manual, Terms and Condi-

tions and all other essential literatures and Documents of Thamesbay Marketing LLP. 

We fully comply with all the provisions of the Direct Selling Rules, and strictly follow 

the directions of Central and State consumer affairs departments.Thamesbay Marketing 

LLP is not involved in type of Pyramid schemes or any Money Circulation schemes

Since Thamesbay follows very transparent and pure business practices, we assure that 

we will not deal with the products or content in any products that is harmful or 

injurious in any form to the health and mankind as well. Our health and nutritional 

products are prime quality dietary supplements, not intended to diagnose, treat, cure 

or prevent any disease. The product line we deal with are made up of natural, genuine, 

permitted and quality assured ingredients and Premium quality materials. We assure all 

the recognitions, certificates and Governmental approvals of our 

Manufacturers also.

Code Of Ethics


